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1.1 Atoms

Sixth century BC Thales of Miletos
which all things are made is water.
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matter is composed of earth, air, w
philosophers (Leucippus, Democritus
divide a piece of matter again and aga
where no further subdivision could tak
was called the atom. About 300 BC, A
argues that matter is based upon the
adds the qualities of coldness, hotne
considerable reputation ensured that h
teaching for many hundreds of years.

In the fifteenth century, new advanc
made from particles in agreement wmade from particles, in agreement w
Boyle taught that matter consists of
composed of atoms of the same type.
in fixed proportions to form comp
proposed the atomic theory of ma
experimental evidence from the
combination. He created a scale atom
were then known. Dalton’s reference
hydrogen, which was assigned an ato
given atomic masses according to h
hydrogen atom.

In 1807, Humphry Davy decompos
metals using electrolysis. In 183
quantitative connection between elect
into elements in electrolysis. Thes
themselves contain electric charge
demonstrated visible “cathode rays
charged electrode (cathode) and tra
(anode) in an evacuated tube.

In 1872, Mendeleev arranged eleme
and discovered that the properties
regular intervals When elements werregular intervals. When elements wer
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down, a periodic table was formed
the time, Mendeleev was able to p
undiscovered elements from gaps in th

proposes that the basic element from
450 BC Empedocles teaches that all
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ater and fire. Around 400 BC, Greek
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ke place, this limiting amount of matter
Aristotle rejects the atomistic view and
four basic elements of Empedocles but
ss, dryness and moistness. Aristotle’s
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with the ancient Greek atomists Robertwith the ancient Greek atomists. Robert
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1.2 Bohr Atom
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Note:  atomic num
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mber Z = 1 for the hydrogen atom where 
ground state is 13.6 eV. The energy 
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1.3 Energy Levels

The stationary states or energy levels
electron shells or orbitals, and are

4

corresponding to n = 1. The numbe
number. According to the Bohr mode
n, but experiments show that in multi
of sub-levels (evidenced by fine splitt
L shell n =2 has two sub-shells, 2s an

n = 3

n = 4

n = 

M

N
O

3s(2)
3p(6)
4s(2)
3d(10)
4p(6)

4d(10)
4f(14)

1.51 eV

1.85 eV
0.54 eV

0 eV

n = 1K

Hydrogen 
atom only

At each value of n the angular m
values. The number of values is descr
The allowed values of l are 0, 1, … (

n = 2L
2s(2)

2p(6)

1s(2)13.6 eV

3.39 eV

, , (
letter that indicates the sub-shell:

A third quantum number m des
changes in angle of the angular mo
presence of an electric field. It takes th

A fourth quantum number descr
electron where the spin can be either 

According to the Pauli excl
principle, no electron in any one ato
have the same combination of qu
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s allowed by the Bohr model are called
e labelled K, L, M, N, etc. with K
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er n is called the principal quantum
el, the electron energy only depends on
i-electron atoms, electron shells consist
ting of spectral lines). For example, the
d 2p.

It is convenient to assign the energy at 
infinity as being 0 since as an electron 
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positively charged, its potential to do 
work is less and thus the energy levels 
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6.13
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The total energy E of an electron in a
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1.4 Schrödinger Equation
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The wave function gives all the info
in an atom.  is a complex quan
interpreted as a probability density
determine the probability of an elect
and x.

Quantum mechanics is concerned
(i.e. solving the Schrödinger equa
functions such as those inside atoms
time-independent wave equation oc
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Solutions to the Schrödinger equatio
which are a function of both x
phenomena (e.g. the probability of tr
levels in an atom) to be calculated and

an atom is the sum of the potential and
of momentum, p, and mass of electron
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nt arrangements of atoms (e.g. a single 
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e equation is the wave function . If V
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article.
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rmation about the motion of an electron

ntity, the magnitude of which || is
function which in turn can be used to
tron being at some position between x

d with determining the wave function
ation) for particular potential energy
. It is found that valid solutions to the
ccur only when the total energy is
o stationary states.

on can be found for potential functions
and t. This enables time-dependent

ransitions of electrons between energy
d hence the intensity of spectral lines.


